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Dilepton spectra from decays of light unflavored mesons
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The invariant mass spectrum of thee1e2 and m1m2 pairs from decays of light unflavored mesons with
masses below thef(1020)-meson mass to final states containing along with a dilepton pair one photon, one
meson, and two mesons are calculated within the framework of the effective meson theory. The results can be
used for simulations of the dilepton spectra in heavy-ion collisions and for experimental searches of dilepton
meson decays.

PACS number~s!: 14.40.Cs, 13.20.2v, 24.85.1p
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the problem of the description
hadrons in dense and hot nuclear matter received great a
tion. It is well known that particles change their properti
when they are placed into a medium. Already in the 197
the reduction of the nucleon masses in nuclei was imp
mented into the Walecka model in the framework of effe
tive hadron field theory@1,2#. Later on this effect was put on
firmer grounds on the basis of a partial restoration of ch
symmetry and finite-density QCD sum rules@3#. The change
of the meson properties is also discussed in the quan
hadrodynamics@2# and finite-density QCD sum rules@4#.
The investigations in the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model p
vide an evidence for reduction of nucleon and meson ma
at finite density and temperature as well@5#.

On the other hand, many-body correlations lead to
dressing of the particles inside the medium and stron
modify spectral properties of the mesons@6–8#. Thus one
expects a significant reduction of the corresponding
times which, loosely speaking, result in melting the mes
in the nuclear environment.

The melting of the higher nucleon resonances is es
lished experimentally from the measurement of the total p
toabsorption cross section on heavy nuclei@9#. There is a
clear signal for a change of the shape of theD resonance in
nuclei, related to the Fermi motion and, as noticed in R
@10#, to the collision broadening effect discussed first
Weisskopf @11# in connection with a broadening of th
atomic spectral lines in gases. The higher nucleon resona
are not seen in the cross section due to a strong colli
broadening effect.

The purpose of the current investigations is to determ
mass shifts and the broadening of hadronic resonance
nuclear matter. The formulation of this problem can
traced back to the atomic spectroscopy where the shift
atomic energy levels and the broadening of atomic spec
lines in dense and hot gases is a relatively well studied s
ject ~see, e.g., Ref.@12#!.

The search for signatures of modified hadron proper
such as reduction masses according to the Brown-Rho s
ing @13# are presently pursued with high experimental
forts. However, most hadronic probes loose important inf
mation on the early and violent phase of the reaction
0556-2813/2000/61~3!/035206~23!/$15.00 61 0352
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strong final state interactions. One of the most promis
probes to study in-medium properties of vector mesons
dilepton pairsl 1l 2( l 5e,m) which are produced from de
cays ofr0, v, and f mesons in heavy-ion collisions. Th
leptonic probes have the advantage that they are the ne
undistorted messengers from the conditions at their creat
unlike, e.g., pions.

The dilepton spectra measured by the CERES
HELIOS-3 Collaborations at CERN SPS have attracted s
cial interest @14,15#. Compared to theoretical prediction
both experiments found a significant enhancement of
low-energy dilepton yield below ther and v peaks. One
way to explain this low-energy dilepton excess is to assu
the scenario of a significant reduction of ther-meson mass
in a dense medium@16–18#. On the other hand, a more so
phisticated treatment of ther-meson spectral function which
includes the broadening in dense matter@7,8# seems also to
be sufficient to account for these data@18,19#.

An excess of low-energy dileptons occurs already at m
erate bombarding energies. However, the spectra obtaine
the DLS Collaboration at the BEVALAC@20# for the inci-
dent energies around 1A GeV cannot be reproduced b
present transport calculations@21#. Even using the reduction
of the r-meson mass, there remains a discrepancy for
dilepton yield by a factor of 2 to 3@21,22#. Also the medium
dependence of the spectral function, even in combina
with a droppingr mass, does not provide an explanation f
this so called ‘‘DLS puzzle’’@23,24#. It is interesting to note
that this fact is independent on the system size and occu
light (d1Ca) as well as in heavier systems (Ca1Ca). The
dilepton yield in elementaryp1p collisions measured by the
DLS Collaboration@25# is also underestimated by standa
theoretical descriptions@21#. In Ref. @26# it was claimed that
the discrepancy between the DLS data and theoretical si
lations disappears if additional background contributio
from dilepton decays of higher nucleon resonances@mainly
N* (1520)# are taken into account. This demonstrates tha
most precise knowledge of the background is indispensa
for the interpretation of the present and future dilepton da
The HADES experiment at GSI, Germany, will focus o
these topics to a large extent@27#.

While the dilepton spectra stemming from the meso
decays are not distorted by final state interactions, the p
lem of extracting information on the in-medium properties
©2000 The American Physical Society06-1
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the vector mesons is a specific theoretical task, due to a l
amount of decays contributing to the background. A prec
and rather complete knowledge of the relative weights
existing decay channels is therefore indispensable in orde
draw reliable conclusions from dilepton spectra.

The study of the dilepton decays is useful also for
search on the dilepton decay modes of the light unflavo
mesons. These decays give a deeper insight into me
structure, allowing to measure transition form factors at
timelike ~resonance! region. In four-body decays the deca
probabilities are determined by the half-off-shell meson tr
sition form factors which cannot be measured in other re
tions. There are plans to study theh8 transition form factors
in the space-like region in reactions of the photo- and e
troproduction at CEBAF energies@28#. Recently, the DLS
Collaboration published data on the dilepton production
the elementarypp and pd collisions @25#. These data are
analyzed in Refs.@21,26#. The plans from the HADES Col
laboration include measurements of the dilepton spectra f
proton-proton and pion-proton collisions@27#. These experi-
ments are stimulated by the already mentioned discrepa
between the number of the observed dilepton events and
sults of the transport simulations, that indicate a limited u
derstanding of the mechanism for the dilepton emission
heavy-ion collisions. In such experiments, there is a poss
ity for exclusive measurements of the different meso
channels.

In the present work, we perform a detailed study of p
sible mesonicl 1l 2 decays which appear in the SIS ener
range, i.e., at lab. energies below 2 GeV/nucleon. A
GeV/nucleon, ther meson is produced slightly above th
threshold. Due to statistical fluctuations, the production
heavier mesons is, however, also possible. We consider
cays of unflavored light mesons with masses below
f(1020)-meson mass within the framework of the effect
meson theory. The vertex couplings are determined from
measured strong and radiative decay widths and, when
experimental data are not available, fromSU(3) symmetry.
The transition form factors entering the decay rates are
culated using the vector meson dominance~VMD ! model. In
this way, we achieve generally good agreement with the
perimental branching ratios for radiative meson decays.
the dilepton decay modes the branching ratios are, howe
only known in a few cases.

We consider the vector mesonsr, v, and f(1020)
(5V), the pseudoscalar mesonsp,h,h8(5P), and the sca-
lar mesonsf 0(980) anda0(980)(5S). The various decay
modes can systematically be classified as follows.~i! There
are, first of all, the direct decays modesV→ l 1l 2, which
contain the information on the in-medium vector mes
masses. In the next section, some useful relations which
plify calculations of the decay rates to final states with
dilepton pair are derived. In Sec. III we make a few rema
on the direct decay modes. There exits then a large num
of processes which mask the vector meson peaks and w
should be treated as a background.~ii ! These are Dalitz de
cays of pseudoscalar mesonsP→g l 1l 2 and scalar meson
S→g l 1l 2. These decays are discussed in Sec. IV.~iii ! One
has also Dalitz decays with one meson in the final stateV
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→Pl1l2 and P→Vl1l 2, which we discuss in Sec. V. Th
radiative decays of these mesons are well studied both f
the theoretical and experimental points of view. The unc
tainties in the estimates for the dilepton decays are conne
with the lack of experimental information on the transitio
form factors. Constructing the VMD model transition for
factors, we take special care of the quark counting rules.~iv!
Finally, there exist decays to four-body final statesV
→PPl1l 2, P→PPl1l 2, and S→PPl1l 2. Section IV is
devoted to these decays. We calculate almost all four-b
dilepton modes of the unflavored mesons with masses be
the f(1020). The numerical results for radiative widths
the three-body decays (V→PPg, etc.!, which provide a use-
ful test for the model considered, for the dilepton widt
(V→Pl1l 2, V→PPl1l 2, etc.!, and for the dilepton spectra
from the unflavored meson decays are presented in Sec.

II. RELATION BETWEEN THE DECAYS
M\M8g* AND M\M8l¿lÀ

As mentioned above, we consider decaysM→M8l 1l 2

whereM is a meson,M8 is a photon, a meson, or two me
sons, andl 1l 2 is an electron-positron or muon-antimuo
pair. The results of this section are valid, however, for ar
trary statesM8. The decayM→M8l 1l 2 proceeds through
two steps:M→M8g* andg* → l 1l 2, whereg* is a virtual
photon whose mass,M, is equal to the invariant mass of th
dilepton pair.

The matrix element of the physical processM→M8g for a
real photong has the form

M5Mm«m* ~k!, ~2.1!

where«m(k) is a photon polarization vector. The matrix e
ementMm is defined also atk25M2Þ0 for virtual photons
g* . As a consequence of the gauge invariance, it is tra
verse with respect to the photon momentum

Mmkm50. ~2.2!

The decay rateM→M8g* can formally be calculated as

dG~M→M8g* !5
1

2As
(

f
MmMn*

3~2gmn!
~2p!4

~2p!3n13
dFn11 , ~2.3!

whereAs is mass of the decaying meson andn is number of
particles in the stateM8. The phase space in Eq.~2.3! is
defined in the usual way

dFk~As,m1 , . . . ,mk!5)
i 51

k
dpi

2Ei
d4S P2(

i 51

k

pi D .

~2.4!

Here,P is the four-momentum of the mesonM, P25s, and
pi are momenta of the particles in the final state, includ
the virtual photong* . In Eq. ~2.3!, the summation over the
6-2
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final states and averaging over the initial states of the de
ing meson is performed. The limitM2→0 gives the decay
rate of the physical processM→M8g.

The M→M8l 1l 2 decay rate is given by

dG~M→M8l 1l 2!

5
1

2As
(

f
MmMn* j m j n*

1

M4

~2p!4

~2p!3n16
dFn12 ,

~2.5!

where j m is the lepton current. The term 1/M4 comes from
the photon propagator, anddFn12 is the phase space ofn
particles in the stateM8 and of thel 1l 2 pair.

The valueG(M→M8l 1l 2) can be related to the deca
ratesG(M→M8g* ) andG(g* → l 1l 2). In the analogy with
massive vector particles, the width of a virtual photong*
can formally be evaluated as

MG~g* → l 1l 2!5
a

3
~M212ml

2!A12
4ml

2

M2
, ~2.6!

whereml is the lepton mass. The expression for the prod
of two dilepton currents, summed up over the final states
the l 1l 2 pair, has the form

(
f

j m j n* 5
16pa

3
~M212ml

2!S 2gmn1
kmkn

M2 D , ~2.7!

wherea is the fine-structure constant andk is the total mo-
mentum of the pair. Factorizing then-body invariant phase
space,

dFk~As,m1 , . . . ,mk!

5dFk21~As,m1 , . . . ,mk22 ,M !

3dM2F2~M ,mk21 ,mk!, ~2.8!

which can be proved by inserting the unity decompositio

15E d4qdM2d~q22M2!d4~q2pk212pk! ~2.9!

into Eq. ~2.4!, one obtains from Eqs.~2.3!, ~2.5!, and ~2.6!
with the help of Eqs.~2.7! and ~2.8! the following expres-
sion:

dG~M→M8l 1l 2!5dG~M→M8g* !MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
.

~2.10!

The factordM2/(pM4) has the form of a properly norma
ized Breit-Wigner distribution for a zero-mass resonance

The two-body phase space in Eq.~2.8! has the form

F2~As,m1 ,m2!5
pp* ~As,m1 ,m2!

As
, ~2.11!
03520
y-
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where

p* ~As,m1 ,m2!5
A„s2~m11m2!2

…„s2~m12m2!2
…

2As
~2.12!

is momentum of the particles 1 and 2 in the c.m. frame.
In the following, we will work with the matrix elements

of the processesM→M8g* and use Eq.~2.3! to derive re-
sults for the decay ratesM→M8g with real photons and Eq
~2.10! to get results for decay ratesM→M8l 1l 2 with dilep-
tons in the final states. Now, we will consider the proces
which are interesting for the study of dilepton spectra
heavy-ion collisions.

III. DECAYS OF THE r, v, AND f MESONS
TO l¿lÀ PAIRS

The diagram for theV→ l 1l 2 decays withV5r,v, and
f is shown in Fig. 1. In terms of the vector meson field
Vm , the electromagnetic current has the form@29#

j m52e(
V

mV
2

gV
Vm , ~3.1!

wheremV are the vector meson masses ande52ueu is the
electron charge. TheSU(3) predictions for the coupling con
stants,gr :gv :gf51:3:23/A2, are in good agreement wit
the ratios between the valuesgr55.03, gv517.1, andgf
5212.9 extracted from thee1e2 decay widths of ther, v,
andf mesons with the use of the well known expression

G~V→ l 1l 2!5
8pa2

3gV
2 S 112

ml
2

mV
2 D p* ~mV ,ml ,ml !,

~3.2!

with p* defined in Eq.~2.12!.

IV. MESON DECAYS TO PHOTONS AND l¿lÀ PAIRS

In this section, we discuss meson decaysP→g l 1l 2 ~Fig.
2! and S→g l 1l 2 ~Fig. 3! for P5p0,h, and h8 and S
5f0(980) anda0

0(980). As we shall see, these decays are
dominante1e2 modes forp0, h mesons, forh8 meson at
M*250 MeV, f 0 meson atM*500 MeV and in some othe
cases. Them1m2 modes are also discussed.

These decays are related to the experimentally meas
two photon decays. The uncertainties in the estimates o
nate only from the purely known transition form factors
the timelike region. Thehgg* transition form factor is in

FIG. 1. Direct decays of vector mesons into electron-posit
and muon-antimuon pairs.
6-3
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reasonable agreement with the one-pole VMD model pre
tions @30#. The experimental errors in theh8 transition form
factor are large@31#. The one-pole VMD approximation fo
the Pgg* transition form factors is in agreement with th
quark counting rules which predict for these form factors
;1/t asymptotics@32#.

The nature of the scalar mesons has been a subje
intensive discussions for a long time. The 4-quark conten
the scalar mesons would imply a;1/t2 asymptotics for the
Sgg* transition form factors. In order to provide the corre
asymptotics for the 4-quark meson transition form facto
the VMD model should be extended to include contributio
from higher vector meson resonances. Thevpg transition
form factor has also;1/t2 asymptotic behavior@33#. This
form factor is measured in the timelike region@30# and the
data show deviations from the naive one-pole approximat
The inclusion of higher vector meson resonances impro
the agreement and provides the correct asymptotics.

The results of a recent measurement of thef→g f 0
branching ratio are interpreted as evidence for the domina
of a 4-quark MIT bag component in thef 0-meson wave
function @34,35#. We thus calculate branching ratiosS
→g l 1l 2 assuming the 4-quark nature of the scalar mes
and imposing constraints from the quark counting rules
the Sgg* transition form factors.

A. Decay modesp0\ge¿eÀ, h\g l¿lÀ, and h8\g l¿lÀ

The effective vertex for theP→gg decays has the form

dLPgg5 f Pggetsmn]sAt]nAmP, ~4.1!

where P5p0,h, and h8 and Am is the photon field. The
matrix element for the decayP→gg* with a virtual photon
g* has the form

M52 i f PggFPgg~M2!etsmnkt«s* ~k!k1m«n* ~k1!,
~4.2!

FIG. 2. Decays of scalar mesons into a photon and a vir
photon.

FIG. 3. Decays of scalar mesons into a photon and a vir
photon.
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wherek is the virtual photon momentum (k25M2), k1 is the
real photon momentum (k1

250), andFPgg(t) is transition
form factorPgg* . The comparison of theP→g l 1l 2 decay
width with the decay width of a physical processP→gg
allows us to write@30#

dG~P→g l 1l 2!

G~P→gg!
52S p* ~As,0,M !

p* ~As,0,0!
D 3

3uFPgg~M2!u2MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
,

~4.3!

whereAs5mP is the pseudoscalar meson mass. The va
MG(g* → l 1l 2) is given by Eq.~2.6!. The factor 2 in Eq.
~4.3! occurs due the identity of photons in the decayP
→gg. The product of the qubic term and the absolute squ
of the form factor gives the ratio between squares of
matrix element~4.2! at k25M2 andk250, multiplied by the
ratio between the two-particle phase spaces. The qu
counting rules@32# imply that the form factorFPgg(t) be-
haves as;1/t at t→`. The experimental data are describ
reasonably well by the monopole formula

FPgg~ t !5
LP

2

LP
2 2t

, ~4.4!

with LP50.7560.03, 0.7760.04, and 0.8160.04, respec-
tively, for thep0,h, andh8 mesons@36#, which reproduces
the correct asymptotics. Such a monopole fit can naturally
interpreted in terms of the vector meson dominance. T
values of theLP’s are close to ther andv-meson masses. In
a QCD interpolation formula, Ref.@37#, the pole masses ar
related to the PCAC coupling constants of the pseudosc
mesons,LP52p f P . This expression gives for the pol
masses similar numbers.

In the h8→ge1e2 andh8→gm1m2 decays, ther0 and
v poles occur in the physical region allowed for the spe
trum of the dilepton pairs. TheSU(3) symmetry with the
h2h8 mixing angleu5arcsin(21

3)5219.5° which is quite
close to the experimental valueuexpt5215.561.3 ~see, e.g.,
@38#! predictsf rgh853 f vgh85(1/A3) f vgp . The experimen-
tal branching ratiosBexpt(h8→gr0)5(30.261.3)% and
Bexpt(h8→gv)5(3.0260.30)% indicate that the ratio be
tween ther0- and v-meson couplings with theh8 meson
equalsf rgh8

2 / f vgh8
2

510, in good agreement with theSU(3)
predictions. In the timelike resonance region, the transit
form factor ~4.4! should be modified:

Fh8gg~ t !5cr

mr
2

mr
22t2 imrGr

1cv

mv
2

mv
2 2t2 imvGv

1cX

mX
2

mX
22t

~4.5!

al

al
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~recall thatLh8'mr'mv), with the weight coefficientscr

; f rgh8 /gr5 f rrh8 /gr
2 and cv; f vgh8 /gv5 f vvh8 /gv

2 . The
SU(3) symmetry predictsf rrh85 f vvh85(1/2A3) f rvp . The
normalization condition looks likecr1cv51. The slope is
close to 1/Lh8

2 . From the relationgr /gv'0.3 one gets
cr /cv'10.5, the relative sign of the valuescr and cv is
fixed by SU(3) symmetry. The third term in Eq.~4.5! is
introduced for reasons explained below. We assume for
momentcX50. With cr50.9 andcv50.1, we obtainB(h8
→gm1m2)50.9031024, in good agreement with the mea
sured value Bexpt(h8→gm1m2)5(1.0460.26)31024.
Data for theh8→e1e2g decay are not available. The cou
pling constants we used in the calculations are summar
in Table I.

The product of the branching ratiosBexpt(h8
→gr0)Bexpt(r0→m1m2)51.431025 is almost one order
of magnitude smaller than the valueBexpt(h8→gm1m2).
The magnitude of the directr0-meson contribution to the
h8→gm1m2 decay can be estimated from Eq.~4.3! with the
use of a narrow-width approximation for the transition for
factor,

uFh8gg~ t !u2'ucru2
pmr

3

Gr
d~ t2mr

2!, ~4.6!

to giveB(h8→gr0→gm1m2)'231025. This value is al-
ready close to the productBexpt(h8→gr0)Bexpt(r0

→m1m2), but still higher. The relative contributions of th
r0 andv mesons to theh8→ge1e2 andh8→gm1m2 de-
cay rates are inversely proportional to the vector me
widths, as it follows from Eq.~4.6!. Since thev-meson
width is only 8.5 MeV, its contribution is strongly enhance
The direct contribution of thev meson to the transitionh8
→gm1m2 equalsBexpt(h8→gv)B(v→m1m2)'231026

where B(v→m1m2)'Bexpt(v→e1e2)5(7.1560.19)
31025 ~the quoted experimental values are all fro
Ref. @39#!. The use of the narrow-width approximatio
gives B(h8→gv→m1m2g)'Gr /Gvucv /cru2B(h8→gr0

→gm1m2)'431026. This value is also greater than th
productBexpt(h8→gv)B(v→m1m2). It can be interpreted
as a noticeable contribution from the excited vector mes
to the form factorFh8gg(t).

In any case, the above estimates demonstrate that th
rect r0- andv-meson contributions to theh8→gm1m2 de-
cay are small. Thus, the valueB(h8→gm1m2) is deter-
mined mainly by the background, i.e., by those values ofM2

TABLE I. Meson-meson and meson-photon coupling consta
The coupling constantf rpp is dimensionless,gf pp andgahp are in
units of GeV andf rvp••• f rgh8 are in units of 1/GeV. The meson
photon coupling constants are determined from the radiative me
decays. The extracted values are in good agreement with pre
tions from theSU(3) symmetry. The first three coupling constan
are determined from the dominant meson decays.

f rpp gf pp gahp f rvp f vgp f rgp f vgh f rgh f vgh8 f rgh8

6.03 1.6 2.4 16 2.33 0.74 0.60 1.86 1.29 0.4
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which are not near to ther0- andv-meson poles. Since we
are interested in the spectrum of the dilepton pairs, it is
portant, however, to fix the relative weights of the vec
meson contributions. A 10–20 % decrease of the residuecr

and cv due to the admixture of an excited vector mesonX
yields for the measured decaysh8→gm1m2, h8→gr0, and
h8→gv a consistent interpretation. Withcr50.8, cv

50.08, andcX50.12 we getB(h8→gr0→gm1m2)'1.5
31025 and B(h8→gv→gm1m2)'231026, in good
agreement with the products of the branching rat
Bexpt(h8→gr0)Bexpt(r0→m1m2) and Bexpt(h8→gv)B(v
→m1m2). The mass of the radially excited vector mesonX
is not well fixed ~see discussion in Sec. V!. We set mX
51.2 GeV. Since it is out of the physical region, the wid
GX is set equal to zero.

B. Decay modesf 0„980…\g l¿lÀ and a0
0
„980…\g l¿lÀ

The isoscalarf 0(980) meson and the isotripleta0(980)
meson have quantum numbersI G(JPC)501(011) and
12(011). The f 0- and the neutrala0-mesons decay to two
photons. The effective vertex for theS→gg decay has the
form

dLSgg5 f SggFtmFtmS, ~4.7!

whereFtm5]mAt2]tAm . The matrix element for the pro
cessS→gg* is given by

M52 i f SggFSgg~M2!~gtsk1l2gtlk1s!

3~gmskl2gmlks!«t* ~k1!«m* ~k!. ~4.8!

Here,k1 andk are real (k1
250) and virtual (k25M2) photon

momenta,FSgg(t) is transition form factor of the decayS
→gg* . The square of the matrix element summed up o
the photon polarizations equals 8sp* 2(As,0,M ), with As
5mS being the scalar meson mass. The width of theS
→ge1e2 decay can be written as follows:

dG~S→g l 1l 2!

G~S→gg!
52

p* 3~As,0,M !

p* 3~As,0,0!

3uFSgg~M2!u2MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
.

~4.9!

The value ofG( f 0→gg) is given by PDG@39#. In case of
the a0 meson, PDG gives the quantityG(a0→gg)G(a0
→p0h)/G tot(a0). Since the modea0→p0h is the dominant
one, the two-photon width can also be estimated.

The transition form factorFSgg(t) depends on the natur
of the scalar mesonS. The asymptotics of the form facto
according to the quark counting rules@32# is ;1/t for a
2-quark model@40# and ;1/t2 for a 4-quark MIT bag@41#

and aKK̄ molecular models of thef 0 and a0 mesons@42#.
As pointed out by Achasov and Ivanchenko@43#, the decay
f→p0p0g can provide an important information on th
structure of thef 0 meson. In the SND experiment at th
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VEPP-2M e1e2 collider the branching ratiof→p0p0g
was measured@34,35#. The decay goes mainly through th
f→g f 0 decay mode. The results are consistent with the
pothesis of a 4-quark MIT bag nature of thef 0 meson. We
thus calculate dilepton branching ratiosS→g l 1l 2 assuming
the 4-quark nature of the scalar mesons.

In the framework of the VMD model, theSgg* transition
form factor can be reproduced assuming contributions fr
ground-state and excited vector mesons with massesmi

FSgg~ t !5(
i

cimi
2

mi
22t

. ~4.10!

The normalizationFSgg(0)51 and the asymptotic conditio
FSgg(t);1/t2 at t→` give constraints to the residuesci :

15(
i

ci , ~4.11!

05(
i

cimi
2 . ~4.12!

In case of the form factorf 0gg* , the OZI rule implies
thatvv, rr andff contributions are small, while the con
tributions vr, fr are forbidden by isospin conservatio
The relative weights of thev and f mesons in the form
factor are fixed and thus at least three vector mesons sh
be considered to fit the asymptotic behavior:

F f 0gg~ t !;
mv

2

mv
2 2t

1
mf

2

mf
2 2t

1cX

mX
2

mX
22t

. ~4.13!

The overall normalization factor can be derived from t
condition F f 0gg(0)51, the valuecX is fixed from the re-

quirementF f 0gg(t);1/t2 as t→`. The third meson mas

mX is not well determined. The resulting form factor is give
by

F f 0gg~ t !5
mv

2 mf
2 mX

2~11Ct!

~mv
2 2t !~mf

2 2t !~mX
22t !

, ~4.14!

where

C52
mv

2 ~mX
22mv

2 !1mf
2 ~mX

22mf
2 !

mv
2 mf

2 ~2mX
22mv

2 2mf
2 !

. ~4.15!

The transition form factora0
0gg* has the same structure wit

the replacementv↔r.
The virtual photon from the scalar meson decay lies in

physical region of thev and r mesons, so thev- and r-
meson propagators should be modified by introducing
finite meson widths. We usemX51.2 GeV. The polet
5mX

2 is outside of the physical region, so we setGX50.
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V. MESON DECAYS TO ONE MESON AND A l¿lÀ PAIR

The radiative decaysV→Pg andP→Vg are well studied
experimentally. The dilepton modes are measured only
decaysv→p0l 1l 2 and f→he1e2. We use data on the
radiative decays to fix coupling constants entering theVPg
vertexes. These values are in good agreement with
SU(3) symmetry relations. We use the framework of t
extended VMD model and impose constraints to the resid
of the transition form factors from the quark counting rule
The calculation of the dilepton spectra is then a straightf
ward task.

A. Decay modesv\p0e¿eÀ, r\pe¿eÀ, and f\p0e¿eÀ

The effective vertex for theV→Pg radiative decay with
V5v,r0, andf andP5p0, h, andh8 has the form

dLVgP52e fVgPetsmn]sVt]nAmP. ~5.1!

The matrix element for theV→Pg* transition can be
written as

M52 ie fVgPFVgP~M2!etsmnet~P!Ps«m* ~k!kn .
~5.2!

The diagram for this transition is shown in Fig. 4. The vert
form factorFVgP(t) normalized att50 to unity depends on
the square of the photon four-momentum,t5M2. The width
of the decayV→Pg* has the form~see, e.g.@44,45#!

G~V→Pg* !5
a

3
f VgP

2 uFVgP~k2!u2p* 3~As,mP ,M !,

~5.3!

whereAs5mV is the vector meson mass andmP is the pseu-
doscalar meson mass. The limitM250 describes the radia
tive decayV→Pg. Using the experimental value of thev
→p0g width, one getsf vgp52.3 GeV21. The decay width
V→Pl1l 2 is connected to the radiative widthV→Pg @46#:

dG~V→Pl1l 2!

G~V→Pg!
5S p* ~As,mP ,M !

p* ~As,mP,0!
D 3

3uFVgP~M2!u2MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
,

~5.4!

whereMG(g* → l 1l 2) is given by Eq.~2.6!. The first factor
is the ratio between squares of the matrix element~5.2! at

FIG. 4. Magnetic dipole transitionsV→Pg* .
6-6
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k25M2 and k250, multiplied by the ratio of the two-
particle phase spacesF2(As,mP ,M ) andF2(As,mP,0).

The vertex form factorFVgP(t) falls off asymptotically as
1/t2 @33#. The additional power 1/t as compared to the as
ymptotics of the pion form factor occurs because of supp
sion of the quark spin-flip amplitude due to conservation
the quark helicity in interactions of quarks with gluons.

Thevgp transition form factor can be reproduced taki
the contribution of the ground-stater meson and at least on
excited r meson into account. The extended VMD mod
with mr5769 MeV andmr851450 MeV provides the cor
rect asymptotics and yields a better description of the exp
mental data@47,48# than the one-pole model with only th
ground-stater-meson. However, it still underestimates t
slope of the form factor att50. The experimental value
Fvgp8 (0)52.460.2 GeV22 @30# prefers a value mr8
'1.2 GeV.

The possible existence of vector mesonsI 50,1 with
masses around 1.2 GeV was under discussion for a
time. A quite strong evidence for significant contributions
the spectral functions of the nucleon form factors at valuet
lower than 1.45 GeV comes from the fact that the expe
mental data for the Sachs form factors are reasonably
scribed by the dipole formula

GEp~ t !'GMp~ t !/mp'GMn~ t !/mn'
1

~12t/0.71!2
,

~5.5!

where t is in units GeV2. This formula has a double pole
The spectral functions are proportional to

d8~ t20.71!'
d~ t2mr

2!2d~ t2mX
2 !

2mr
21mX

2
.

The double pole in Eq.~5.5! indicates an enhancement in th
spectral functions atmX close tomr , whose nature is not ye
clear as long as the existence of the nonstrange vector
sons at 1.2 GeV is not established. In any case, it is desir
to shift masses of the first excited nonstrange ‘‘vector m
sons’’ to lower values. This has been done in some pop
fits of the nucleon form factors~see, e.g.@49#!. The more
recent fits use, however, higher values of the vector me
masses@50#. In our calculations, the valuemX is assumed to
be 1.2 GeV, as extracted form the slope of theFvgp(t) at
t50.

The multiplicative representation of the transition for
factor vgp, which in the zero-width limit is completely
equivalent to the additive representation, is given by

Fvgp~ t !5
mr

2mX
2

~mr
22t !~mX

22t !
. ~5.6!

The experimental data on the transition form factors
available for theh8gg* , hgg* , andvpg* transitions. The
parametrization~4.5! for theh8 form factor is in good agree
ment with the data from Ref.@30#, Fig. 26. For theh-meson
form factor ~4.4!, our curve coincides with the VMD curve
03520
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from Fig. 24, Ref.@30#, since the parameterL50.77 GeV in
Eq. ~4.4! is close to ther-meson mass.

The one-pole VMD model is known to be in rather pu
agreement with the data on thevpg* transition form factor
@51#. The two-pole extended VMD model, Eq.~5.6!, im-
proves the agreement without introducing new parameter
fits well the experimental points att,0.2 GeV2, but under-
estimates the last three ones from Ref.@51# below 0.4 GeV2.
By the price of introducing a new vector meson,r9, and one
fitting parameter, the last three points can be described
ter. The modification consists in inserting an additional m
tiplier mr9

2 (11Ct)/(mr9
2

2t) into the right side of Eq.~5.6!,
with C being a free parameter. This model again satisfies
quark counting rules. However, it overestimates the fo
factors values att'0.2 GeV2. For the present calculations
we stay in the framework of the simplest two-pole VM
model, Eq.~5.6!. It is clear, however, that if one needs
calculate the dilepton production for the DLS and/or futu
HADES data, the sensitivity of the results on thevpg*
form factor values must be investigated.

The f-meson decay width is given by Eq.~5.4!. In the
f-meson decay, the emitted photon has isospinI 51, so the
transition form factor has the same form as for thev meson.
The l 1l 2 pairs appear in the physical region of the dec
f→p0r0. In order to include ther-meson direct contribu-
tion, the form factor~5.6! should be modified by introducing
the finite r-meson width. In the cases of thev→p0e1e2

and r→pe1e2 decays, vector mesons appear in the u
physical regions and their widths are not so important.

The direct contribution to thef→p0r0 decay can be es
timated with the use of the narrow-width approximation f
the transition form factor in analogy with the decaysh8
→gr0→gm1m2 andh8→gv→gm1m2. The form factor
is proportional to square of the residuecr @cf. Eq. ~4.6!#
which is fixed by Eq.~5.6!. The results of the calculation
B(f→p0r0→p0e1e2)52.331026 are in reasonable
agreement with the productBexpt(f→p0r0)Bexpt(r0

→e1e2)5(1.960.2)31026, and similarly for them1m2

decay mode.
In case of ther6- and r0-meson decays, the effectiv

vertex has the form

dLrgp52e frgpetsmn]srt
a]nAmpa

52e frgpetsmn~]srt
0]nAmp0

1]srt
1]nAmp21]srt

2]nAmp1!. ~5.7!

The vertex~5.1! for V5r0 andP5p0 is a part of the vertex
~5.7!. Equation ~5.4! remains valid forV5r6, r0 and P
5p6, p0. The photon emitted in the decayr→pg* is in
the isoscalar state, respectively, the transition form fac
Frgp(t) receives contributions from thev and f mesons.
The effect of thef meson is small due to the OZI rule. Th
small difference between masses of ther and v mesons is
beyond the accuracy of the VMD model. Away from ther-
and v-mesons polesFvgp(t)'Frgp(t), whereasFvgp(t)
5Ffgp(t) everywhere.
6-7
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B. Decay modesv\h l¿lÀ, r0\h l¿lÀ, and f\h l¿lÀ

These decays are treated in the same way as the de
discussed above. The effective vertex for theV→hg transi-
tions withV5v, r0, andf has the form of Eq.~5.1! where
one should putP5h. The decay widths are given by Eq
~5.4! with mP being theh-meson mass. In the simplest ve
sion of the VMD model, the transition form factorFVgh(t)
has the form of Eq.~5.6!. For thev- andf-meson decays
the form factor is determined by thev-meson mass, while
for the r0-meson decay it is determined by ther-meson
mass.

C. Decay modesh8\ve¿eÀ and h8\r0e¿eÀ

These decays are of the same nature. The effective ve
for theh8→Vg* transitions withV5v andr0 has the form
of Eq. ~5.1!. The spectrum of thel 1l 2 pair in P→Vl1l 2 can
be obtained from Eq.~5.4! with the replacementsP↔V and
mP↔mV . In our case,V5v and r0, P5h8, the valueAs
5mP stands for theh8-mesons mass. The transition for
factor Fh8gV(t) has the asymptotics 1/t2 for t→`. It is de-
scribed within the VMD model by the vector meson cont
butions from isoscalar and isovector channels, respectiv

D. Decay modea1„1260…\p l¿lÀ

The axial vector mesona1(1260) has quantum numbe
I G(JPC)512(111). Its mass is above thef(1020)-meson
mass, so we do not expect a noticeable effect from the
duction and the decay of such a meson at GSI energies.
resonance becomes, however, important at higher ene
~see@24,52#!.

The a1→pg* transition is an electric dipoleE1 transi-
tion. The effective vertex has the form

dLa1gp5 f a1gp~]na1m
a 2]ma1n

a !Fmnpa, ~5.8!

whereFmn is the electromagnetic tensor. The matrix elem
for the processa1→pg* can be written as follows:

M52 ie fa1gpFa1gp~M2!et~P!~gtsPl2gtlPs!

3~gmskl2gmlks!«m* ~k!, ~5.9!

whereP is the momentum of the decaying meson,k is the
photon momentum,Fa1gp(t) is the transition form factor,

Fa1gp(0)51. The square of the matrix element summed
over photon polarizations and averaged over polarization
the a1 meson is proportional top* 2(As,m,M )1 3

2 M2 where
As5ma1

. The decay widtha1→p l 1l 2 takes the form

dG~a1→p l 1l 2!

G~a1→pg!
5

p* 2~As,m,M !1 3
2 M2

p* 2~As,m,0!

p* ~As,m,M !

p* ~As,m,0!

3uFa1gp~M2!u2MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
.

~5.10!
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This expression differs from the analogous expression fr
Ref. @24#, Eq. ~6.18!, by the extra term3

2 M2 in the ratio for
squares of the matrix elements. Such a term is neede
ensure the correct threshold behavior of thes-wave a1
→pg* decay.

VI. MESON DECAYS TO TWO MESONS AND l¿lÀ PAIR

The four-body meson decays proceed either throug
two-step mechanism similar to that discussed a long time
by Gell-Mann, Sharp, and Wagner@53# in connection to the
v→p1p2p0 decay or through a bremsstrahlung mech
nism when a virtual photon is emitted form an external m
son line. In the first case, the matrix element is a smo
function of the photon mass. At smallM such that 2me
&M , the differential widths behave like 1/M , according to
Eq. ~2.10!. In the second case, the matrix element is singu
at small M, as a result of which the differential width in
creases faster than 1/M .

In this section, we derive analytical expressions for t
double differential widths d2G/ds12dM of the h
→p1p2l 1l 2, h8→p1p2l 1l 2, r0→p1p2l 1l 2, r6

→p6p0l 1l 2, f 0→p1p2l 1l 2, and a0
6→p6h l 1l 2 de-

cays, withs12 being the invariant mass of two outgoing m
sons. The widths of the other decays are calculated num
cally.

The experimental data are available for theh
→p1p2e1e2 decay only, with large errors@54#. Neverthe-
less, the dilepton widths can be predicted using the conv
tional assumptions on a two-step decay mechanism and
bremsstrahlung decay mechanism.

A. Decay modesh\p¿pÀl¿lÀ and h8\p¿pÀl¿lÀ

The diagram contributing to the decayh→p1p2g* is
shown in Fig. 5. Ther0gh vertex is given by Eq.~5.1!. The
vertex for ther→pp decay has the form

dLrpp5
1

2
f rppeabgrm

a~pb ]↔mpg!

5 f rpp~rm
0 p1i ]↔mp21rm

1p2i ]↔mp0

1rm
2p0i ]↔mp1!, ~6.1!

where a, b, and g are isotopic indices of ther and p
mesons. The coupling constantf rpp56.0 is determined from
the r-meson width

FIG. 5. h-meson decays through a two-step mechanism.
6-8
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G~r0→p1p2!5
1

6ps
f rpp

2 p* 3~As,m,m!, ~6.2!

whereAs5mr is the r-meson mass. The valuef rpp is in
good agreement with the relationf rpp /gr51 which follows
from ther0-meson dominance in the pion form factor. In th
FFGS model@55# the t-dependence of the pion form facto
Fp(t) is attributed to ther-meson propagator. It means th
the constantf rpp does not depend on the valuet when the
two pions are on the mass shell.

The radiative decayh→p1p2g has been measured i
Ref. @56#. Theh8→p1p2g decay is studied experimentall
much better~see@57–59# and references therein!. The last
decay is more complicated, since two pions occur in
physical region of ther meson. It was shown that an attem
to fit the experimental data within the framework of the ca
cade modelh8→r0g→p1p2g results in overestimating
the events with app invariant mass below ther-meson
mass. In Ref.@59#, a nonresonant contribution is added to t
amplitude and its parameters are fixed by fitting the exp
mental data. One of the modifications considered for
r-meson propagator is the following one:

~s122mr
21 imrGr!21→~s122mr

21 imrGr!211Cr ,
~6.3!

with a complex value ofCr .
It was proposed that the existence of a nonresonant t

is connected to the chiral box anomaly@60#. The anomaly
results to a modification of ther-meson propagator similar t
that of Eq.~6.3! with Cr51/(3mr

2). The positive sign of the
term added guarantees a reduction of the number of ev
on the left hand side of ther-meson peak. The contact ter
describes a production of two mesons in the relativep-wave
where a strong resonant pion-pion interaction due to e
tence of ther meson is present. The final state interacti
can be taken into account by dividing the bare vertex by
Jost function determined by thep-mesonp-wave phase shift.
In this way, ther-meson propagator reoccurs, and so we
from the contact term the same oldr-meson pole term of the
earlier models. The net effect of the box anomaly is a red
nition of the coupling constant for those models which
clude only the single diagram of Fig. 5.

We keep the constant termCr in the form suggested by
Ref. @60# and interpret it purely phenomenologically as
modification of ther-meson propagator needed to descr
the distribution of the two-pion events in theh8→p1p2g
decay. The contact termCr for theh meson is assumed to b
of the same magnitude as for theh8 meson.

The matrix element of theh→p1p2g* decay has the
form

M52 ie frpp f rghMm«m* ~k!, ~6.4!

where
03520
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Mm5etsmn~p12p2!t~p11p2!skn

3S 1

s122mr
21 imrGr

1CrD . ~6.5!

Here,p1 andp2 are the pion momenta,s125(p11p2)2, k is
the photon momentum, andmr andGr are ther-meson mass
and width. Energy-momentum conservation impliesP5p1
1p21k. After summation of the squared matrix eleme
over the photon polarizations and averaging over the dir
tion of the two pion momenta in their c.m. frame, we get

R[E dV12

4p
MmMn* ~2gmn!

5
8

3
sp* 2~As,As12,M !p* 2~As12,m,m!

3U 1

s122mr
21 imrGr

1CrU2

, ~6.6!

with dV1252p sinudu, andu being the angle between th
momentap1 andk in the c.m. frame of two pions.

The decay widthh→p1p2g* becomes

G~h→p1p2g* !

5
a

16p2s
f rpp

2 f rgh
2 uFrgh~M2!u2

3E
4m2

(As2M )2

Rp* ~As,As12,M !p* ~As12,m,m!

As12

ds12.

~6.7!

We neglect thereby for ther-meson off-shellness in the form
factor Frgh(t). The valuef rgh51.86 GeV21 @5A2/3f vgp

due to SU(3) symmetry# is extracted from ther0→hg
width with the use of Eq.~5.3!.

The dilepton spectrum in the decayh→p1p2e1e2 is
described by expression

dG~h→p1p2l 1l 2!5G~h→p1p2g* !

3MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
.

~6.8!

The model for the decayh8→p1p2g* is a direct exten-
sion of the model for theh-meson decay. The coupling con
stant f rgh851.3 GeV21 @5(1/A3) f vgp due toSU(3) sym-
metry# can be extracted from the radiativeh8-meson decay
width. The two-step decayh(h8)→r6p7→p1p2g* is
forbidden byC-parity conservation. Constructing the dilep
ton spectra, one should not take into account, e.g., chan
h8→p1p2g* and h8→r0g* simultaneously. The secon
one is already contained in the first one.
6-9
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B. Decay moder0\p¿pÀl¿lÀ

The diagrams contributing to the decayr0→p1p2g*
are depicted in Fig. 6. The first two diagrams describe
photon bremsstrahlung. The third contact diagram is ad
to restore the gauge invariance.

The vertexrpp is given by Eq.~6.1!. The matrix element
of the processr0→p1p2g* has the form

M5 ie frppFp~M2!et~P!Mtm«m* ~k!, ~6.9!

where

Mtm5~2Q12P!t

~2Q12k!m

Q1
22m2

1~2Q22P!t

~2Q22k!m

Q2
22m2

22gtm . ~6.10!

Here,Q15p11k, Q25p21k, p1 andp2 are thep1 andp2

momenta,m is the pion mass, andFp(t) is the pion electro-
magnetic form factor. The tensor part of the matrix eleme
Mtm , is transverse with respect to the photon momentumk,
and ther-meson momentum,P:

Mtmkm50, ~6.11!

MtmPt50. ~6.12!

The role of the last equation is the elimination of the co
pling of the spurious spin-zero component of ther-meson
wave function from the physical sector. Gauge invarian
requires that the form factor entering the third diagram
equal to the pion form factor.

The square of the matrix element summed up over
photon polarizations, averaged over the initialr-meson po-
larizations and over directions of the pion momenta in
c.m. frame of the two pions, has a compact form

R[E dV12

4p
MtmMsn*

1

3 S 2gts1
PtPs

s D ~2gmn!

5
2

3Bp
2
„4Bp

2 1~M224m2!~s24m2!F~j!

1@~s24m2!~M224m212s12!12s12M
2#L~j!…,

~6.13!

FIG. 6. r0-meson decays into a virtual photon and two charg
pions.
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wheres5P25mr
2 ands125(p11p2)2. We have also

F~j!5
1

12j2
, ~6.14!

L~j!5
1

2j
lnS 11j

12j D , ~6.15!

and

j5
2

Bp
A s

s12
p* ~As12,m,m!p* ~As,As12,M !, ~6.16!

Bp5
1

2
~s1M22s12!. ~6.17!

The decay widthG(r0→p1p2g* ) is given by

G~r0→p1p2g* !

5
a

16p2s
f rpp

2 uFp~M2!u2

3E
4m2

(As2M )2

Rp* ~As,As12,M !p* ~As12,m,m!

As12

ds12.

~6.18!

The integral over thes12 runs from 4m2 to (As2M )2. In the
case of real photon emission (M250), we reproduce the
corresponding expression from Ref.@62#. The pion form fac-
tor can be taken as

Fp~ t !5
mr

2

mr
22t2 imrGr

. ~6.19!

The dilepton spectrum can be obtained with the use of
~2.10! as

dG~r0→p1p2l 1l 2!5G~r0→p1p2g* !

3MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
.

~6.20!

The square of the matrix element at small invaria
masses 2me&M and small momenta of the virtual photon
proportional to 1/v* 2 wherev* 5Bp /As is the photon en-
ergy in the c.m. frame of the decaying meson. The contri
tion of the regions12&(As2M )2 to the integral over thes12
is of the order log3(1/M ), and sodB/dM; log3(1/M )/M .
This is a general feature of the bremsstrahlung mechan
The square of the matrix element in a two-step decay c
tains no large parameter. In such a case,dB/dM;1/M .

d
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C. Decay modesr0\p0p0l¿lÀ,v\p0p0l¿lÀ,
and v\p¿pÀl¿lÀ

The diagram contributing to the decayr0→p0p0g* is
shown in Fig. 7. The vertexrvp has the form

dLrvp5 f rvpetsmn]svt]nrm
apa

5 f rvpetsmn~]svt]nrm
0 p01]svt]nrm

1p2

1]svt]nrm
2p1!. ~6.21!

The coupling constantf rvp'16 GeV21 was determined
by Gell-Mann, Sharp, and Wagner@53# from the v
→p1p2p0 decay assuming a two-step mechanismv
→rp→p1p2p0.

In Refs.@45# a direct contact termv→p1p2p0 originat-
ing from the chiral anomaly is taken into account. The ana
sis of thev→p1p2p0 andf→rp,p1p2p0 decays with
inclusion of the contact vertex gives a valuef rvp

'12 GeV21. In the contact vertex, one can always selec
pion pair with quantum numbers of ther meson. The final-
state interaction between these pions, as usually, can
taken into account dividing the bare vertex by the Jost fu
tion determined from the isovectorp-wave pp-scattering
phase shift. In the two-pion channels with ther-meson quan-
tum numbers, the ordinaryr-meson propagator therefore o
curs, as a result of which the contact vertex reduces to
ordinary pole diagrams of the same old two-step mechan

The coupling constantf rvp can be extracted from th
decaysr→pg andv→pg. The one-pole VMD approxima
tion for the transition form factors givesf rvp5 f rgpgv

'12.6 GeV21 and f rvp5 f vgpgr'11.7 GeV21, respec-
tively. In the two-pole VMD model which provides the tran
sition form factors with the correct asymptotics these nu
bers should be multiplied by a factormX

2/(mX
22mr

2). For
mX51.2 GeV, one gets, respectively,f rvp'21 GeV21 and
f rvp'20 GeV21. The QCD sum rules@63# give f rvp

'16 GeV21. In Ref. @64#, the value f rvp'14 GeV21 is
used.

We consider contributions to the strong part of the de
amplitudes from the ground-state vector mesons only.
two-step mechanism of thev→p1p2p0 decay with a
ground-stater meson in the intermediate state is essentia
identical to the mechanism of the decays discussed in
subsection. In our calculations, we usef rvp516 GeV21.

The vertexvgp is defined by Eq.~5.1!. The matrix ele-
ment of the decayr0→p0p0g* has the form

M52 ie frvp f vgpFvgp~M2!et~P!Mtm«m* ~k!,
~6.22!

FIG. 7. r0-meson decays into a virtual photon and two neut
pions.
03520
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Mtm5etsrlPsQ1lerkmnQ1kkn

1

Q1
22mv

2

1etsrlPsQ2lerkmnQ2kkn

1

Q2
22mv

2
, ~6.23!

whereQ15p11k andQ25p21k.
The square of the matrix element

R[E dV12

4p
MtmMsn*

1

3 S 2gts1
PtPs

s D ~2gmn!,

~6.24!

is averaged numerically over the directions of the pho
momentumk in the c.m. frame of the pion 1 and the photo

The decay widths can be written as

G~r0→p0p0g* !

5
1

32p2s
f rvp

2 f vgp
2 uFvgp~M2!u2

3E
(m1M )2

(As2m)2

Rp* ~As,As12,M !p* ~As12,m,m!

As12

ds12.

~6.25!

The integral over thes12 runs from (m1M )2 to (As2m)2.
The additional factor 2 in the denominator occurs due
identity of two pions. The dilepton spectrum in the dec
r0→p0p0l 1l 2 can be constructed with the use of E
~2.10!:

dG~r0→p0p0l 1l 2!5G~r0→p0p0g* !

3MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
.

~6.26!

The v→p0p0g* decay is analogous to ther0

→p0p0g* decay. The corresponding diagrams are shown
Fig. 8. The matrix element has the form of Eqs.~6.22! and
~6.23! with interchanged VgP coupling constants,
f vgp↔ f rgp , and vector meson masses,mv↔mr .

The diagrams contributing to thev→p1p2g* decay are
shown in Fig. 9. The first two diagrams~a! and ~b! corre-
spond to the common two-step mechanism. The last th

l FIG. 8. v-meson decays into a virtual photon and two neut
pions.
6-11
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diagrams occur due to thevr mixing and correspond to th
bremsstrahlung. The diagram~e! restores the gauge invar
ance of the amplitude. The bremsstrahlung dominates
small values of thee2e1 invariant mass. The verticesvrp
and rgp entering into the matrix element of thev
→p1p2g* decay have the form of Eqs.~6.21! and ~5.7!.

The first two diagrams and the last three diagrams fr
Fig. 9 are separately gauge invariant. These two classe
diagrams contrary to the statement of Ref.@61# interfere:
Two pions in the two-step part of the amplitude are in
isosinglet state. Due to the VMD, the photon in the diagra
~c! and ~d! is emitted from ther0 meson. It is equivalent to
introducing the pion form factor into theppg vertex. The
outgoing pion and ther meson with a common vertex form
an isotriplet which, in turn, forms a new isotriplet with th
second outgoing pion. The isospin wave function of the fi
state looks like†pW 3@pW 3rW #‡5pW (pW •rW )2rW (pW •pW ). The first
term corresponds to two neutral pions and can be drop
while the second term describes two charged pions in
isoscalar state. Two pions in an isoscalar state from the
grams~a! and~b! and a photon interfere with two pions in a
isoscalar state from diagrams~c! and ~d! and a photon. The
final states are identical.

The interference pattern depends on the production
namics. The physicalv-meson wave function has the form
uv&5uv0&1«ur0& where uv0&and ur0& are pure isospinI
50 and 1 states and« is a complexvr mixing parameter.
The total matrix element is given byM5M [ p]1«M [b] .
The valueM [ p] is the same as in Eq.~6.22!. The value
M [b] is given by Eq.~6.9!. Thev→p1p2g* decay width
represents a sum of three terms

G~v→p1p2g* !5G [ p]~v→p1p2g* !

1G [b]~v→p1p2g* !

1G [ pb]~v→p1p2g* ! ~6.27!

FIG. 9. v-meson decays into a virtual photon and two charg
pions. The first two diagrams~a! and~b! are gauge invariant. They
correspond to the two-step mechanism of thev-meson decays. The
next two diagrams~c! and ~d! occurring due to thevr mixing
correspond to the photon bremsstrahlung. The last diagram~e! re-
stores the gauge invariance of the previous two diagrams.
03520
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originating from the vector-meson pole diagrams@p#, the
bremsstrahlung diagrams@b#, and from their interference
@pb#. It was pointed out in Ref.@62# that G [ p] (v
→p1p2g* )52G(v→p0p0g* ). The bremsstrahlung con
tribution to the v→p1p2g* decay equals G [b] (v
→p1p2g* )5u«u2G [b] (r0→p1p2g* ), with u«u5@G(v
→p1p2)/G(r0→p1p2)#1/253.431022 being the
r0-meson admixture, as determined from thev→p1p2 de-
cay.

The interference term

R [ pb][2E dV12

4p
Mtm

[ p]M sn
[b] *

1

3 S 2gts1
PtPs

s D ~2gmn!

~6.28!

can be found to be

R [ pb]5
8

3
sp* 2~As12,m,m!p* 2~As,As12,M !

3
1

BpBr~j1zr!
@jL~j!1zrL~zr!

1„12L~j!…/j1„12L~zr!…/zr#, ~6.29!

whereBr5Bp1m22mr
2 andzr5Bpj/Br . The valueBp is

defined by Eq.~6.17!. The interference contribution to th
width is given by

G [ pb]~v→p1p2g* !

5
1

16p2s
Re$„ie frppFp~M2!…*

3„2 ie« f rvp f vgpFvgp~M2!…%E
(m1M )2

(As2m)2

R[ pb]

3Rp* ~As,As12,M !p* ~As12,m,m!

As12

ds12.

~6.30!

The couplingsf rvpand f rpp are determined up a sign. How
ever, the relationsf vgp' f rvp /gr and f rpp /gr'1 allow to
fix the sign of the interference term. The phasew of the
mixing parameter« is a sum of phaseswprod andwdecayorigi-
nating, respectively, from production andpp decay of thev
meson. The last one is close top/2 ~see, e.g., Ref.@65#!. We
set the valuewprod equal to zero. Since the produc
Fp(M2)* Fvgp(M2) is approximately real below 1 GeV
the interference can then be neglected.

The dilepton spectra of thev→p1p2l 1l 2 decays can be
obtained as usual from Eq.~2.10!.

D. Decay modesr\hpe¿eÀ and v\hp0e¿eÀ

These decays also proceed through the two-step me
nism. The diagrams are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The
trix element of the decayr→hpg* is given by

M5e frvp f vghet~P!Mtm«m* ~k! ~6.31!

with

d
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Mtm5etsrlPsQ1lerkmnQ1kkn

1

Q1
22mv

2

1etsrlPsQ2lerkmnQ2kkn

1

Q2
22mr

2
, ~6.32!

whereQ15p11k, Q25p21k, p1 is the pion momentum
andp2 is theh-meson momentum. We take theSU(3) sym-
metry relationf rvp f vgh52 f rrh f rgp into account.

The average of the squared matrix element,

R[E dV12

4p
MtmMsn*

1

3 S 2gts1
PtPs

s D ~2gmn!,

~6.33!

is calculated numerically. The integration over the directio
of the momenta of the two mesons is performed in the c
frame ofp andh. The decay widths can be written as

G~r→hpg* !

5
a

16p2s
f rvp

2 f vgh
2 uFvgh~M2!u2

3E
(m1m8)2

(As2M )2

Rp* ~As,As12,M !p* ~As12,m,m8!

As12

ds12.

~6.34!

wherem8 is theh-meson mass. In the form factorFvgh(t),
the shift of thev meson from the mass shell is neglecte
The dilepton spectrum in the decaysr→hpe1e2 can be
constructed with the use of Eq.~2.10!.

The v→hp0g* decay is depicted in Fig. 11. The matr
element has the form of Eq.~6.31!, its tensor part once the
SU(3) symmetry relationf rvp f rgh52 f vvh f vgp is taken
into account has the form of Eq.~6.32!, and the v
→hp0g* decay width is given by Eq.~6.33!, with the ap-

FIG. 10. r-meson decays into a virtual photon andh and p
mesons.

FIG. 11. v-meson decays into a virtual photon andh and p0

mesons.
03520
s
.

.

parent substitutionsf rgh↔ f vgh andmv↔mr . The dilepton
spectrum can then be constructed, as usual, using Eq.~2.10!.

E. Decay moder¿\p¿p0l¿lÀ

This decay is depicted in Fig. 12. The first three diagra
describe the dilepton bremsstrahlung. The last diagram
responds to the two-step mechanism of the dilepton em
sion. These two sets of diagrams, each of them is the ga
invariant, interfere and we calculate the interference with
further approximations.

The photon emitted from ther1-meson line interacts with
the electromagnetic current

j m~p8,p!5
1

2mr
es* ~p8!@2~p81p!mgts

1l~qtgsm2qsgtm!#et~p!, ~6.35!

whereq5p82p, et(p) is the r-meson polarization vector
The value ofl is connected to ther1 magnetic moment. Let
us fix first the value ofl.

The magnetic moment of a particle can be calculated fr
expression

m5E dx
1

2
@x3 j #. ~6.36!

The wave function of a vector particle in its rest fram
wherep5(m,0) has the formet(p)5(0,e). Substituting this
expression into Eq.~6.35! and Eq.~6.35! in turn into Eq.
~6.36!, we obtain

m5
l

2mr
eg* seg , ~6.37!

wheres is the spin operator acting on the spacelike part
the r-meson wave functions according to the rulesaeb
52 i eabgeg (a,b,g51,2,3). In the nonrelativistic quark
model, ther1 magnetic moment is the difference of th
magnetic moments of theu and d quarks:mr15mu2md .
The proton and neutron magnetic moments are given by
well known expressions

FIG. 12. r6-meson decays into a virtual photon andp6 andp0

mesons. The sum of the diagrams~a!, ~b!, and~c! is gauge invari-
ant. The diagram~d! is gauge invariant.
6-13
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mp5
4mu2md

3
, ~6.38!

mn5
4md2mn

3
, ~6.39!

and thus one can write

l

2mr
5mu2md5

3

5
~mp2mn!. ~6.40!

One getsl52.3. The additive quark model predictions a
valid with an accuracy of 10–30%. The one-gluon and o
pion exchange currents and the anomalous quark mom
connected to the violation of the OZI rule, are shown to
important in order to explain the deviations of the nai
SU(3) predictions from the experimental data@66,67#.

The diagram~a! in Fig. 12 contains the pion form facto
Fp(t). A part of the second diagram~b! connected to the
r-meson convection current contains ar-meson form factor
F1r(t) which decreases as;1/t2 at t→`. The second par
of the same diagram connected to the spin current conta
different ther-meson form factorF2r(t) which decreases
also like;1/t2 at t→` @33#. It is not clear what kind of the
propagator should enter into the diagram~c!. The gauge in-
variance requires, within the framework of the conside
model, that the two form factorsF1r(t) andFp(t) should be
equal. This is, however, a shortcoming of the model. It c
be overcome on the basis of a more complete theory.
second part of the diagram~b! is gauge invariant. The form
factor F2r(t) is therefore not subjected to additional co
straints. The dilepton invariant masses in ther1

→p1p0l 1l 2 decay are not very large, so the distinctio
between these three form factors does not exceed a
effect. We set the form factorF1r(t) and the form factor
entering the diagram~c! both equal to the pion form factor
The sum of the diagrams~a!–~c! is then gauge invariant. Th
form factorF2r(t) coincides with the transition form facto
Frgp(t) in the framework of the extended VMD model.

The matrix element of ther1→p1p0g* decay is given
then by

M5 ie frppFp~M2!et~P!Mtm«m* ~k!. ~6.41!

Its tensor part consists of the five pieces:

Mtm5(
i 51

5

M tm
i , ~6.42!

where

M tm
1 5

~p12p2!t~2P2k!m

~P2k!22mr
2

, ~6.43!

M tm
2 5l

2k•~p12p2!gtm1kt~p12p2!m

~P2k!22mr
2

, ~6.44!
03520
-
nts
e
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M tm
3 5

~p12p21k!t~2p11k!m

~p11k!22m2
, ~6.45!

M tm
4 52gtm , ~6.46!

M tm
5 5g

etsrlPs~p21k!lerkmn~p21k!kkn

~p21k!22mv
2

, ~6.47!

with

g5
f rvp f vgp

f rpp

Fvgp~M2!

Fp~M2!
'

f rvp
2

f rpp
2

Fvgp~M2!

Fp~M2!
. ~6.48!

The coupling constantsf rvp , f vgp , and f rpp are deter-
mined earlier~see Table I!. We used in Eq.~6.48! the rela-
tions f vgp' f rvp /gr and f rpp /gr'1. It is seen that, while
signs of the couplingsf rpp and f rvp are a matter of conven
tion, the valueg is positive and thus the sign of the interfe
ence term is fixed.

The first two terms, Eqs.~6.43! and~6.44!, originate from
diagram~b! of Fig. 12. The third term~6.45! originates from
diagram~a!, the fourth term comes from diagram~c!, and the
last term originates from diagram~d!. The second and the
last terms and the sum of the rest are transverse with res
to the photon momentum:M tm

2 km50, M tm
5 km50,

( i 51,3,4M tm
i km50. The matrix element,Mtm , is not trans-

verse, however, with respect to ther-meson momentum
MtmPtÞ0. A complete theory should yield a matrix ele
ment which is transverse with respect to both, the photon
the r-meson momenta. This is not the case in our effect
theory. In the following, we work exclusively with the trans
verse part of the matrix element which is responsible
decays of the physical states, and ignore the longitudinal
responsible for a decay of a spurious spin-zero componen
ther meson. This is achieved by contraction of the square
the matrix element with the polarization tensor

Sts~P!52gts1
PtPs

s
~6.49!

of the massive vector particle, as we did, e.g., in Eq.~6.24!.
The difference is, however, that the termPtPs /s in Eq.
~6.24! can be dropped before calculations. In the case c
sidered in this subsection the termPtPs /s cannot be
dropped.

The square of the matrix element averaged over the in
polarizations of ther-meson and summed up over the phot
polarizations has the form

R[(
f

uMu25 (
i , j 51

5

Ri j , ~6.50!

where

Ri j 5M tm
i M sn

j*
1

3 S 2gts1
PtPs

s D ~2gmn!. ~6.51!
6-14
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Let us now consider separately the different interfere
terms.

We perform an additional averaging of the termsRi j with
i , j 51 –4 andi 51 –3 andj 55 over directions of the pion
momentump1 in the c.m. frame of two pions. The remainin
03520
etermsR45 and R55 are averaged over the directions of th
pion momentump2 in the c.m. frame of the pionp0 and the
photon. The decay rate will finally be given as a sum of t
two integrals over the variabless125(p11p2)2 and s13
5(p21k)2. The straightforward calculations give
R1152
4

9

2s1212s2M2

~s122s!2
p* 2~As12,m,m!S 31

p* 2~As,As12,M !

s12
D ,

R225
4

9

l2

~s122s!2
p* 2~As12,m,m!Fp* 2~As,As12,M !23M21

1

4s12
~s2M22s12!

2

1
1

4ss12
~s1M22s12!~s1s122M2!~s2M22s12!G ,

R3352
1

3Bp
2 F2

1

s
Bp

2 ~3s1s1224m2!2~s24m2!~M224m2!F~j!12Bp~s1M228m2!L~j!G ,
R4451,

R555
4

9

g2

~s232mv
2 !2

ss23p* 2~As,As23,m!p* 2~As23,m,M !, ~6.52!

R121R215
8

9

l

~s122s!2

s1s122M2

s12
p* 2~As12,m,m!p* 2~As,As12,M !,

R131R3152
2

3

1

~s122s!Bp
F ~24m21M22s!Bp1

1

3s
Bp

3 j21
1

2
~s1s122M2!~s1s121M228m2!L~j!G ,

R141R4150,

R151R515
4g

3

sp* 2~As12,m,m!p* 2~As,As12,M !

~s122s!Bv

11~z221!L~z!

z2
,

R231R3252
2

3

l

~s122s!Bp
F Bp

12ss12
„~4m22s12!M

41~28m2s210ss1224s12
2 116m2s12!M

2

1~4m22s12!~s2s12!~s15s12!…1
1

2
M2~s121M21s28m2!L~j!G ,

R241R4250,

R251R525
2

3

lg

~s122s!Bv
F1

2
Bv

3 S 1

3
z2112L~z! D1

1

2
s12Bv

2
„211L~z!…

1BvS 2
1

2
sp* 2~As,As12,M !1~s1M22s12!p* 2~As12,m,m! D „12L~z!…

1sp* 2~As,As12,M !p* 2~As12,m,m!
11~z221!L~z!

z2 G ,
6-15
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R341R435
2

3

1

Bp
@~24m21s12!L~j!1Bp„211L~j!…#,

R351R535
8

3

g

BpBv

1

j1z F S 2
1

4
s121m2D S s12M

22
1

4
~s2M22s12!

2D „jL~j!1zL~z!…

2
1

4
s12jBp

2S 211L~j!1
j

z
„211L~z!…D G ,

R451R5450, ~6.53!

whereBv5Bp1m22mv
2 andz5Bpj/Bv .

The decay widthr1→p1p0g* is given by expression

G~r1→p1p0g* !5
a

16p2s
f rpp

2 uFp~M2!u2

3F E
4m2

(As2M )2S (
i 51

4

(
j 51

4

12(
i 51

3

(
j 55

5 DRi j

p* ~As,As12,M !p* ~As12,m,m!

As12

ds12

1E
(m1M )2

(As2m)2

R55

p* ~As,As23,M !p* ~As23,m,M !

As23

ds23G . ~6.54!

The dilepton spectrum in ther1→p1p0l 1l 2 decay can be calculated from equation

dG~r1→p1p0l 1l 2!5G~r1→p1p0g* !MG~g* → l 1l 2!
dM2

pM4
. ~6.55!
be

o-
ver

s of
the

o

The decayr2→p2p0l 1l 2 is completely equivalent to the
r1-meson decay.

F. Decay modef 0„980…\p¿pÀl¿lÀ

The dominant decay mode of thef 0(80) meson isf 0
→pp. The effective vertex for this decay looks like

dL5gf 0pp f 0papa. ~6.56!

The f 0→p1p2 decay width has the form

G~ f 0→p1p2!5
1

8ps
gf 0pp

2 p* ~As,m,m!, ~6.57!

with As5mf 0
. The experimental widthG tot( f 0→pp)

5 3
2 G( f 0→p1p2)53G( f 0→p0p0) lies within the interval

50–100 MeV@39#. The coupling constant can be found to
gf 0pp51.6 GeV630%.

FIG. 13. f 0(980)-meson decays into a virtual photon and tw
charged pions.
03520
The diagrams for thef 0→p1p2g* decay are shown on
Fig. 13. The matrix element has the form

M52 iegf ppMm«m* ~k!, ~6.58!

with

Mm5
~2p11k!m

~p11k!22m2
2

~2p21k!m

~p21k!22m2
. ~6.59!

The tensorMm is transverse with respect to the photon m
mentum. The square of the matrix element summed up o
the photon polarizations and averaged over the direction
the pion momentum in the c.m. frame of two pions has
form

R[E dV12

4p
MmMn* ~2gmn!

5
2

Bp
2 @~M224m2!F~j!1~2s1224m22M2!L~j!#,

~6.60!

wheres125(p11p2)2. The functionsF(j) andL(j) are de-
fined in Eqs.~6.14! and ~6.15! in terms of the parameterj
which, in turn, is defined in Eq.~6.16!. The decay width
becomes
6-16
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G~ f 0→p1p2g* !

5
a

16p2s
gf 0pp

2 uFp~M2!u2

3E
4m2

(As2M )2

Rp* ~As,As12,M !p* ~As12,m,m!

As12

ds12.

~6.61!

The dilepton spectrum can be obtained with the use of
~2.10!.

G. Decay modea0„980…\ph l¿lÀ

The dominant decay mode of thea0(980) meson isa0
→ph. The effective vertex for this decay looks like

dL5ga0pha0
apah. ~6.62!

The a0→ph decay width has the form

G~a0→ph!5
1

8ps
ga0ph

2 p* ~As,m,m8!, ~6.63!

wherem andm8 are the pion and theh-meson masses. Th
experimental widthG(a0→ph) lies within the interval
50–100 MeV. The value of the coupling constantga0ph de-
termined from the width is given in Table I.

Since theh-meson is neutral, photons can only be emitt
from thea0 andp mesons in an isospinI 3561 state. To the
lowest order ina, G(a0

0→p0hg)50. Two diagrams for the
a0

1→hp1g* decays are shown on Fig. 14. The matrix e
ment can be written in the form

M52 iegahpMm«m* ~k! ~6.64!

with

Mm5
~2P2k!m

~P2k!22s
1

~2p11k!m

~p11k!22m2
~6.65!

wherep1 is the pion momentum,As5ma0
is the a0-meson

mass, andP25s. The tensor part of the matrix elemen
Mm , is transverse with respect to the photon momentu
The square of the matrix element summed up over pho
polarizations and averaged over the directions of the p
momentum in the c.m. frame of thep andh mesons has the
form

FIG. 14. a0(980)-meson decays into a virtual photon andh and
p mesons.
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R[E dV12

4p
MmMn* ~2gmn!

52
1

~s122s!2
@2s12s122M2#2

1

Bp8
2

3@~4m22M2!F~j8!12Bp8 L~j8!#2
2

~s122s!Bp8

3@„s1s122M212~m22m82!…L~j8!1Bp8 #, ~6.66!

where s125(p11p2)2, p2 is the h momentum,p2
25m82,

andF(j8) andL(j8) are functions of the parameter

j85
2

Bp8
A s

s12
p* ~As12,m,m8!p* ~As,As12,M !.

~6.67!

The valueBp8 is given by

Bp8 5
1

2
~s1M22s12!1

1

2s12
~m22m82!~s2M22s12!.

~6.68!

The a0
1→p1hg* decay width becomes

G~a0
1→p1hg* !

5
a

16p2s
ga0ph

2 uFp~M2!u2

3E
(m1m8)2

(As2M )2

Rp* ~As,As12,M !p* ~As12,m,m8!

As12

ds12.

~6.69!

The dilepton spectrum can be calculated using Eq.~2.10!:

dG~a0
1→p1he1e2!

5G~a0
1→p1hg* !MG~g* →e1e2!

dM2

pM4
.

~6.70!

The possible values ofM lie in the interval 2m<M<As
2m2m8.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The dilepton meson decays have essentially the s
physical origin as the radiative meson decays. Equation~2.3!
allows a direct calculation of the radiative widths within th
framework used for the calculation of the dilepton width
Thus, the radiative decays provide a useful test for
present model.
6-17
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TABLE II. Branching ratios of radiative meson decays. F
channels with the photon bremsstrahlung, the branching ratios
calculated for photon energies above 50 MeV. The experime
branching of theh8→p1p2g decay is taken from Ref.@52#; other
data are from Ref.@35#.

Decay mode Btheor Bexpt

r6→p6p0g 4.031023

r0→p1p2g 1.231022 (0.9960.16)31022

r0→p0p0g 1.231025

r0→p0hg 3.8310210

v→p1p2g 3.231024 ,3.631023

v→p0p0g 3.131025 (7.262.5)31025

v→p0hg 2.131027

h→p1p2g 6.931022 (4.7860.12)31022

h8→p1p2g 2.531021 (2.860.4)31021

f 0→p1p2g 1.131022

a0
6→p6hg 2.431023
e

03520
A. Radiative meson decays

The results for the radiative decays with two mesons
the final states are shown in Table II. Ther0→p1p2g, v
→p0p0g, andh8→p1p2g branching ratios are in the rea
sonable agreement with experiment. The branching of
h→p1p2g decay is higher than the experimental valu
Theh-meson width is known with an accuracy of 10%. Th
uncertainty is also present in the calculated branching.
coupling constantf rgh

2 to which this branching is propor
tional is known with an accuracy of 20%. It is, however, n
possible to use these uncertainties in order to decrease
predicted branching, since the branching for theh
→p1p2e1e2 decay is lower than the experimental valu
~see Table III!. The measurement of theh→p1p2e1e2

reaction has been done quite a long time ago and with ra
pure statistics~see Ref.@54#!. It would be desirable to remea
sure this process. The experimental branching for theh8
→p1p2g decay is taken from Ref.@59#, others are from
@39#. The results for ther0→p0p0g, r→p0hg, v
→p0p0g, andv→p0hg decays are in agreement with th
calculations by Bramon, Grau, and Pancheri@64# where the

re
al
and
TABLE III. The integral branchings ratios of the unflavored meson decays to electron-positron
muon-antimuon pairs. The experimental data are from Ref.@35#.

Decay mode Be1e2
theor Be1e2

expt Bm1m2
theor Bm1m2

expt

r0→ l 1l 2 input (4.4860.22)31025 4.531025 (4.6060.28)31025

r→p l 1l 2 4.131026 4.631027

r0→h l 1l 2 2.731026 7.0310211

r6→p6p0l 1l 2 5.431025 1.831027

r0→p1p2l 1l 2 1.731024 6.731027

r0→p0p0l 1l 2 7.531028 2.431029

r→ph l 1l 2 1.9310212

v→ l 1l 2 input (7.1560.19)31025 7.131025 ,1.831024

v→p0l 1l 2 7.931024 (5.961.9)31024 9.231025 (9.662.3)31025

v→h l 1l 2 6.031026 1.831029

v→p1p2l 1l 2 3.931026 2.931028

v→p0p0l 1l 2 2.031027 7.431029

v→p0h l 1l 2 8.7310210

f→ l 1l 2 input (3.0060.06)31024 3.031024 (2.4860.34)31024

f→p0l 1l 2 1.631025 ,1.231024 4.831026

f→h l 1l 2 1.131024 (1.320.6
10.8)31024 6.831026

h→g l 1l 2 6.531023 (4.961.1)31023 3.031024 (3.160.4)31024

h→p1p2l 1l 2 3.631024 (1.320.8
11.2)31023 1.231028

h8→g l 1l 2 4.231024 8.131025 (1.0460.26)31024

h8→v l 1l 2 2.031024

h8→p1p2l 1l 2 1.831023 2.031025

f 0→g l 1l 2 2.231027 2.831028

f 0→p1p2l 1l 2 1.431024 4.131027

a0
0→g l 1l 2 6.031028 7.431029

a0→ph l 1l 2 4.031025 1.431029

p0→g l 1l 2 1.1831022 (1.19860.032)31022
6-18
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same model for these decays is used. The branching r
for decays including photon bremsstrahlung are calcula
for photon energies above 50 MeV. The data on the radia
decays with one meson in the final state were used as i
to fix the VgP couplings. These decays are not listed
Table II.

The results for the dilepton branching ratios are summ
rized in Table III.

B. r-meson decays

The branching ratio B(r0→p1p2g)5(9.961.6)
31023 is almost one order of magnitude greater than
branching ratioB(r0→p0g)5(7.962.0)31024. Despite
the fact that the first one depends on the experimental cu
the photon energy, one can expect that the decay modr0

→p1p2e1e2 is important. Indeed, it is seen from Table I
that ther0→p1p2e1e2 branching ratio is more than on
order of magnitude greater than ther→pe1e2 branching
ratio and 4 times greater than branching ratio of the dir
r0→e1e2 decay. The dominant contribution comes, ho
ever, from the region of small invariant masses of thee1e2

pair, which is not seen experimentally. The same is true
the r6→p6p0e1e2 decays. For invariant massesM
.100 MeV, the number of thee1e2 pairs due to ther0

→p1p2e1e2 and r6→p6p0e1e2 decays increases b
30% as compared to the direct mode, if one assumes tha
r0 andr6 mesons are produced with equal probabilities. T
differential branching ratios for ther-meson decays ar
shown for thee1e2 channels in Fig. 15~a! and for the
m1m2 channels in Fig. 15~b!. At small invariant masses
such that 2me&M , the slope equalsd logB8/d logM'21
whereB85dB/dM, when there is no bremsstrahlung. Su
a behavior appears because of thedM/M dependence of the
differential branching ratio according to Eq.~2.10!. The
bremsstrahlung makes theM→M8g* widths more singular
@; log3(1/M )# and thus the slope of the other curves
larger.

In order to get a comparison with the direct channel,
plotted also a weightedr0→e1e2 distribution according to
equation

dB

dM
5

1

p

2MmrGr~M !

~M22mr
2!21mr

2Gr~M !2
B~r→ l 1l 2!. ~7.1!

The r-meson width as a function of the valueM is assumed
to have the form

Gr~M !5Gr

p* 3~M ,As0/2,As0/2!

p* 3~mr ,As0/2,As0/2!

3
mr

21p* 2~mr ,As0/2,As0/2!

mr
21p* 2~M ,As0/2,As0/2!

, ~7.2!

whereGr is the total experimental width andAs052m is the
two-pion threshold energy. In the narrow-width limit, th
integral from the left side of Eq.~7.1! coincides withB(r
→e1e2).
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C. v-meson decays

The differential branching for thev-meson decays are
shown in Figs. 16~a! and 16~b!. Thev decays are dominate
through thev→p0e1e2 decay mode. The other modes giv
only a small correction to the background. It is interesti
that strength of the channelv→p0e1e2 is one order of
magnitude greater than strength of the direct channev
→e1e2. Thee1e2 pairs from these two decays have qu
different invariant masses. The background appears be
500 MeV. Like in the case of ther-meson, we plot also the
weightedv→ l 1l 2 distributions according to Eq.~7.1! with
substitutionsmr↔mv andGr↔Gv for the threshold energy
As053m.

D. f-meson decays

The differential branching ratios for thef-meson decays
are shown in Figs. 17~a! and 17~b!. We do not consider two-

FIG. 15. The differential branching ratios for ther-meson de-
cays intoe1e2 ~a! and m1m2 ~b! channels as functions of th
invariant mass,M, of the dilepton pairs. The solid curves~8 and 9!
are the total ratios for ther0 andr6 mesons.
6-19
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meson finals states. The dominant ones could bef
→ppg* andf→p0hg* . The first decay with a real pho
ton in thep0p0 mode was observed experimentally@34,35#.
It has branchingBexpt(f→p0p0g)5(1.1460.22)31024.
This decay dominates through thef 0g mechanism. One can
expect that branchingB(f→p0p0e1e2) is two orders of
magnitude smaller than branching of the radiative decay,
so smaller than allf-meson branching ratios listed in Tab
III. The f→phg decay was also measured in the SND e
periment @34,35# to give Bexpt(f→p0hg)5(1.360.5)
31024. The branchingB(f→phe1e2) is also expected to
be small. The measuredf→ppg andf→p0hg widths are
significantly greater than predictions of Ref.@64# where for-
mation of the intermediatef 0g anda0g states is not consid
ered. At present there is, however, yet no experimental
dence for ana0-meson structure in thef→p0hg decay, and
thus it is not clear how to interpret the excess in thef

FIG. 16. The differential branching ratios for thev-meson de-
cays intoe1e2 ~a! and m1m2 ~b! channels as functions of th
invariant mass,M, of the dilepton pairs. The solid curve is the tot
ratio. The background is dominated through thepe1e2 and
pm1m2 Dalitz decays.
03520
d
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→p0hg mode. Consequently, the calculation of the bran
ing ratios for the dileptonf→p0h l 1l 2 modes is still un-
clear.

We do not consider decay modes with kaons in the fi
states. The invariant mass of thee1e2 pairs in such decays
does not exceed 50 MeV, so they occur in the region
cluded by the experimental cutsM.50 MeV. In Figs. 17~a!
and 17~b!, the f→ l 1l 2 distributions are plotted accordin
to Eq. ~7.1! modified for thef meson. The dominant two
kaon decay channel withAs052mK wheremK is the kaon
mass and also the three-pion decay channel withAs053m
are taken into account in theM-dependent widthGf(M ).

E. h- and h8-mesons decays

The differential branching ratios for theh andh8 mesons
are shown in Figs. 18~a! and 18~b!. Theh meson dominates
through theh→g l 1l 2 modes. The dominante1e2 modes
for the h8 meson areh8→ge1e2 at M.250 MeV andh8

FIG. 17. The differential branching ratios for thef-meson de-
cays intoe1e2 ~a! and m1m2 ~b! channels versus the invarian
mass,M, of the dilepton pairs.
6-20
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→p1p2e1e2 at M&250 MeV. Theh8→g l 1l 2 modes dis-
play clear structures connected to thev- andr-meson con-
tributions to the h8gg transition form factors. Theh
→p0p0l 1l 2 decay is forbidden byC-parity conservation,
similarly for theh8 meson.

F. p0-, f 0-, and a0-mesons decays

The differential branching ratios for thep0, f 0, and a0
mesons are shown in Figs. 19~a! and 19~b!. At M
&500 MeV, the f 0-meson decays dominate through thef 0
→p1p2l 1l 2 mode. The four-bodya0-meson decay also
becomes dominant with decreasing the values ofM. The
dilepton spectra of thef 0 anda0 mesons display clear struc
tures connected to thev- and r-meson contributions to the
transition form factors.

FIG. 18. The differential branching ratios for theh and h8
mesons decaying intoe1e2 ~a! andm1m2 ~b! channels versus the
invariant mass,M, of the dilepton pairs. The solid curves give th
total ratios. The narrow structure in theh8→ge1e2 decay is con-
nected to thev-meson contribution to theh8→gg* transition form
factor @see Eq.~4.5!#. The same holds for theh8→gm1m2 decay.
03520
VIII. CONCLUSION

The present work is an attempt to approach the D
puzzle through including new meson decay channels.
studied decay modes of the light mesons below thef(1020)
meson intoe1e2 andm1m2 pairs. Besides the direct decay
and some Dalitz decays, which are well known in the lite
ture, we presented a systematic investigation of the de
modes which contribute to the dilepton background and h
not yet been taken into account in previous studies. These
special Dalitz decays as, e.g.,h8→g l 1l 2, f 0→g l 1l 2 and
most of the decays to four-body final states. Although ma
of these processes are found to give small contribution
the total dilepton branching ratios, this is not the case for
of them.

We found that in ther0-meson decays, the dominant co

FIG. 19. The differential branching ratios for thep0, f 0(980),
anda0(980) mesons intoe1e2 ~a! andm1m2 ~b! channels versus
the invariant mass,M, of the dilepton pairs. The solid curves no.
~a! and no. 5~b! give the total branching ratios, respectively, of th
e1e2 andm1m2 modes of thef 0 meson. The structures in thef 0-
and a0-mesons Dalitz decaysg l 1l 2 are connected to thev- and
r-mesons contributions to thef 0 anda0 transition form factors.
6-21
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tribution to the background below 350 MeV comes from t
r0→p1p2e1e2 decay. The decay modes r0

→p1p2e1e2 and r6→p6p0e1e2 increase the numbe
of the e1e2 yield with invariant massM.100 MeV by
about 30% compared to the direct moder0→e1e2 at M
,1 GeV, if one assumes that production cross sections
ther6 andr0 mesons are equal. In case of thef 0 meson, the
f 0→p1p2e1e2 decay is in the interval 100–400 MeV on
to three orders of magnitude more important than the nex
the dominantf 0→ge1e2 mode. In most other cases, th
four-body decays give only small contributions and th
there neglection appears to be justified.

The calculated branching ratios can further be used
experimental searches for the dilepton meson decays.

The production rates of mesons inp1p,p1A, and in
particular in heavy-ion (A1A) collisions differ by orders of
magnitude and depend sensitively on the available energ
the system. The relative strength of specific channels for
ferent mesons can hardly be estimated without comp
transport calculations. However, for every meson we can
cide which channels are more important. The relat
strength of, e.g.,r0→p0l 1l 2 and r0→p1p2l 1l 2 decay
modes can be found without knowing the cross section
the r0-meson production.

Since theoretical models for the dilepton production ha
to be adjusted top1p and possiblyp1p reactions before
applied toA1A reactions, a detailed knowledge of all re
evant decay channels and background processes is indis
able. In particular, the lack in the understanding of the exc
of dilepton pairs below ther-meson peak in the BEVALAC
ys
.

e

a
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as well as in the CERN data shows that scenarios wit
reducedr-meson mass can be treated at present as a p
sible hypothesis only. To draw definite physical conclusio
one needs to eliminate possible trivial explanations like th
connected to existence of the nondirect dilepton decays
light unflavored mesons.

After submitting this paper, we became aware of pap
by Koch @68# and Lichard@69# where a quite complete set o
the Dalitz decays~without scalar mesons! and also a few
four-body channels were investigated. In Ref.@68#, four-
body channels are discussed within an approximation s
gested by Jarlskog and Pilkuhn@70#, which consists in ne-
glecting the M dependence of the matrix elements f
emission of the virtual photons with massM. We performed
straightforward calculations without approximations and
cluded additional Dalitz and four-body channels. In R
@69#, the decay moder0→p1p2e1e2 is analyzed in de-
tails. Our expressions~6.13! and ~6.18! coincide with the
corresponding formulas from the Lichard paper where, ho
ever, the pion form factor was neglected. The pion fo
factor has a small impact on the totale1e2 decay rate. The
dimuon mode, where higher invariant masses are involved
enhanced by about 40%.
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